May 23 – 25, 2008

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Do we need spirituality in the age of science?

Most people think science and spirituality are like apples and oranges. They cannot be mixed. We will explore this in terms of Albert Einstein’s famous pronouncement, “Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.”

Can science, in some manner, attest to the belief in the One Source at the hub of all religious traditions? We will discuss in depth how the same scientific method that once compelled us to question the existence of God is now, by way of new physics and cosmology, developing evidence that indeed tend to support our age-old belief in the One Source, a higher power behind all creation.

Just like the god of religion did not leave the universe after creating it, science shows us that the source is still with us. The Star War movies made the phrase popular: May the Force be with you. In light of the discoveries of modern science, we will explain how the source is always with you. It is up to you to get in touch with the source and give your mind a laser like focus to realize your full potential.

Dr. Mani Bhaumik, the leader of the workshop, is a world-renowned scientist and the co-inventor of the laser technology that led to the highly popular Lasik vision correction. He is the author of the recent international bestseller, Code Name God. Visit www.cosmogenics.org

Register on the web or call 831 667 3005
For additional information please contact info@esalen.org

Esalen Institute, founded in 1962, has long been recognized as a world leader in alternative and experiential education. The institute is dedicated to exploring work in the humanities and sciences that furthers the full realization of the human potential.

Dramatically situated on the Big Sur cliffs, Esalen is equally renowned for its transformational seminars and trainings, and its natural healing hot springs.